
Simple Steps  
with SurgeryPlus: 

If your doctor recommends surgery,  
or if you think you may need surgery,  
call SurgeryPlus at 833.834.0052. 

A Care Advocate will listen to your  
needs and coordinate everything.

With an understanding of your care  
needs and preferences, the SurgeryPlus 
team will hand-select three surgeons for 
you to evaluate and choose from.

Your dedicated team of Care Advocates 
will provide personalized support and 
manage everything from appointment 
logistics to booking travel (if required).

We’ll handle navigating the costs  
and complexities of the billing process.

Next, you’ll have your procedure  
with one of our highly qualified  
and carefully selected surgeons.

Finally, your Care Advocate will  
remain by your side throughout your 
recovery to assist with scheduling  
follow-up appointments and checking  
in to see how you are recovering.  

Access your personalized member 
portal at Lii.SurgeryPlus.com or  
call 833.834.0052 to learn more.

Your Journey with SurgeryPlus

You have access to a nationwide 
network of highly qualified and 
carefully selected surgeons.
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How we choose the best for you
Our standards include: 

Welcome to 
SurgeryPlus 
SurgeryPlus provides you with 
comprehensive surgical support, including:

• Personalized case management

• Travel costs (if necessary)

• All provider and hospital charges covered 
within the SurgeryPlus episode of care 
(including anesthesia)

• Making and managing doctor appointments 
related to your procedure

Stress less with SurgeryPlus
You have access to a nationwide network of highly qualified 
and carefully selected surgeons. Our network is built with 
your care as our top priority. Your personal Care Advocate 
will hand-select three surgeons for you; then you select the 
one that’s right for you. The choice is in your hands — we just 
make it more accessible.

• Board Certification

• Specialty Training 
Requirement

• Continuing Education

• Surgeon-to-Surgeon Reviews 

• State Sanctions Check

• Medical Malpractice  
Claims Review 

• Background Review

• Quality Scores

• Monthly Network Monitoring 

COVERAGE Lennox Plans

Deductible Collected by S+
Coinsurance Waived
TOTAL SurgeryPlus will collect your

remaining deductible at the time
of your procedure, once you’ve
met your deductible, the rest of

your costs are waived.


